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English for travelers
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Travel's vocab. With mini con. For travel free of trouble.
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The plane

ا�����ة

ل–ا���
ط�
وا����درة-ا�

Take off ….. )ا���ع(

When the plane will take off?

�	
؟ا�����ة�ُـ�ـِ�ُ�

Could you tell taking off time?

�؟ا���عو�&%$#"��! أنه

When is taking off?

؟#ُـ/ـ.ِـ+*()

Landing - land (v)………ط
ا���

Arrival- arrive (v) 
ل�
ا�

Departure - depart (v) ا����درة

Passport 2�34
از



�

-I'm here on business / vacation

ا�2زة/��6�ه�5ا!�

-I'm travelling alone / with my family

ا���6.=*+/ �
>;ي*�8�9

Customs ا�?��رك

Declare   $.6@

Security check AB35 ا�*Cا

Information desk ا��6.
*�ت�Dو�=

Baggage cart =F�%G36ا�

Exit   ج�"*

A flight ر>.=

Round trip 
دKوذه�بر>.=%

First class اLو�)ا�;ر2=

Business class اL%��لر�2لدر2=

Economy class ا�M)�Lد@=ا�;ر2=

Reduced fare ticket ا�(Pاآ�ا�2ةا!/�ص

To cancel  �.@

To change    �Q�@

To reserve/ to book R?B@

To confirm    SF��@
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-What time does the plane for.... leave/ arrive?


ا�����ةو�
ل / *��درةو�&*�ه

Check in 
لT;ا�

A suitcase   U��/<

The Train

ا�/��ر

The station   =�Bا��

Where is the station?

؟ا���B=أ@$

Where is the train going to?

؟ا�/��رPQ4هUا@$ا�)

The ticket counters ا�(Pاآ�آ�و!(�

How much is a ticket to...

VWFآ�ةP)ا�)ا�...
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A direct train *������Yر

A transfer �/5)*

Time


لآ��ه�5و�&/#VآK�*

What time is the train to...?

....ا�)ا�/��رو�&

Where is platform number...?

ا���ZQ؟ر�Vا@$

The Boat

ا�/�رب

A boat ��رب

A cabin [5Q�Wا�

A cruise =�
2

Where can we buy tickets?

؟�(Pاآ�!\(�يان*�W$ا@$*$

How long is the trip?

V؟ا��>.=#9(��قآ
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The Car

ا��Q9رة

A car �Q4رة

One route =�
وا>;ة2

The road S@ا���

The highway ^T+@�4

One way S@�DK�?#وا>;ا

Where can I rent a car?

؟�Q4رةا4(_�2أن�W$@أ@$*$

I would like to rent a car for.... days / weeks

ا4�
ع-@
م.....�ـ�Q4رةا4(_�2انار@;

With /  without air-conditioning *FZQW;ون/*+

Insurance $Q*_#

A service station =�B*ت�*;T

Fill the tank ا�"Rانا*.)ء

Parking Z�
*

A garage ا���bب

A breakdown Z�
ا�(

To repair c.M@



	

Public transport

�ا��6ما�(5/

A station =�B*

The bus =.8�Bا�

The metro اL!�3ق���ر-ا��(�و

What time does the bus leave for...? ؟....ا�)ا���ص@��درو�&أي8 

A ticket for (2 persons)... please


مآVاوA"YآV(�ـ#Pآ�ة@-��Y ....(&B�4
�

A ticket for a day / a week/ a month

What bus should I take to go to...?

 ......ا�)CذهU ) أ4(/�( PTbان@?�FUصأي

What line should I take to go to...? ؟.....ا�)CذهUاPTان@?TU^أي

How many stops before...? V�3ت%;دآ�
؟.....���ا�(

The first metro اCولا�/��ر

The last metro ا�QTCا�/��ر

A metro map =Dر�T�3ق���ر!Cا






Problems

�ا��\�آ

Theft and Lost objects ا�QYLءو8/;ا���9=

A theft / robbery ا���9=/ا��9رق

Report a theft / robbery ا���9=/ا��9رق%$#/�@�

I was attacked هُـ
2ِــ�ـ&

My (camera) has been stolen

;/�&��4 #�Q*آ�...........

Some money d6Fد
ا�5/

A camera ا�Q*آ�

A suitcase =�Q/<�34

A video camera 
آ�*�Qا@;Q8

A billfold / wallet =e3Bا��

A passport 2�34
از

A watch =%�4

Some jewelry d6Fه�ات
ا��?
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Identification   SF��#

Call the police // his/her insurance company

�M#ا(.%[D�\آ=/ا��Y$Q*_)ا�

Where is the closest police station?

؟D�Y=*�آRا��با@$

It happened at...

&f;<;5%)..�5آ�وهP#$*Rناوا��Wا��...(

I need to contact my embassy

�انار@;M#ا�Q39��F
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Health

=B�

Symptoms أ%�اض

I'm suffering of


–أ%�! WYا$*..

A headache اع;�

A toothache Vأ�54نأ�

A backache مLb��eا�

A stomach-ache Vا��6;ةأ�

An earache Vذنأ�Cا

I'm suffering of an earache   
WYأ*$اV� 8ذنLا

A cold   د/زآ�م�F

A migraine !3M �;اع

Cramps #\5?�ت

An insect bite =h%K�\<

Sunstroke =F�ij�Y

I have fever 
م�B*

Diarrhea   ا4��ل

To be constipated 
ص��*
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Vomiting   /ءا�

I'm bleeding أ!Rفأ!�

I'm hurt *?�وحأ!�

I'm dizzy دا@mأ!�

I've been sick for ... days

d@�*P5*. .....م
@

Call the doctor ا4(;%�ءUQ�ا��

At the doctor's

��UQا�5%;

Where can I find a doctor? D�UQ؟2;أ@$أ

A generalist %�م

A specialist ا�T- ��MTص

A dentist UQ�Dا�54ن

An ophthalmologist UQ�Dن
Q%

A nurse i��*[

I would like to make an appointment with Dr...

....دآ(
ر*+*
%;ا%��انار@;

As soon as possible   �4ع_F�*$W�@

It's urgent �Dر�]ا!��
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Choose a restaurant

*�V6ا�Q)Tر

Restaurant V6�*

Café   (�/*

Breakfast �8
ر

Lunch  اء;n

Dinner   ء�\%

Can you recommend a restaurant?

�؟5BM5#V6��F أن�oه

Where can I find a Restaurant?


ع#B;د..(*�2V6;أ@$أ!V6ا���........(

Typical 
ذ2 �!

Where can I find a Typical Restaurant?

؟!�
ذ2V6�* 2;أ@$أ

Vegetarian  #��!

Inexpensive AQTر



��

I would like to reserve a table for two

�\"�D$QMو�=>?Rأنأر@;أ

We'll arrive at nine o'clock

�M54;5%9ا�(�64=�%=ا��*��#

In the smoking section / non smoking section

V9�$QT;)ا�/V9��Qn$Q5T;ا��

Ordering

U.ا��

I'd like the fixed menu please


ا�F�p(]ا�/���=ر@;أ�&B�4

What would you recommend?

؟��FcM5#ذا

Could you tell me what is this?

�؟هPا*�� #/
لأن@�W$ه

I'll take…..

PT_4)..آ�P#وo�.D..........(

I would like….

)........*�#�@;و#Pآ�..(ار@;
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Is the service slow?

�؟qQ�F=ا�";*=ه

What is this dish served with?


!]ا�Pيا���S*�هPا*;/#-+*=�2
-ا���Q9Q=ا�

Can you bring me?

�؟� #�hBه

A fork 
آ=Y

A spoon =/6.*

A knife $QW4

A glass ز�2ج

A plate $B�

An ash tray =@�3D

Do you have a children's menu?

�؟أ�3Dل����=�;@oه
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The Menu

ا�/���=

Salad =�.4

Sauce =M.�

Mixed salad =�.4=D
."*

Cold meat VBرد��F

Soup [Fر
Y

Salt c.*

Pepper �3.8

Bread R�T

Main course

=�2
ا���Q9Q=ا�

Meat VB�

Fish o�4

Vegetables ت�hTاوا

Potatoes D��F�

Beef VB�/F�

Pork VB��@R5"ا�

Eggs dQF
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Dessert

(.Bا�

Fruits 8
اآ]

Cakes oQآ

Cheese $�2

Beverage

ا��\�و�Fت

Mineral water / Carbonated water �nزي*�ء/*6;! *�ء

With / without ice   +* / ون;Fr.f

Coffee 
ة��

Milk UQ.<

Tea �Yي

Sugar �W4

jQ�$*ت�Fا��\�و$W2=�;و��)B#[)8�iLةاو�.\�ي
�/.� �W9ا�:
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Complaining


ىW\ا���6م%$ا�

That's not what I ordered. D.�&ا�Pي�jQهPا

The dish is

S�آ�.(ا��P#و[F�*..............($*وKر

لان�/#

Cooked 
خ��*

Hot >�ر

The dish is hot S�را���<

Not warm enough jQدا8 ء�[Q8��F[@�3آ

Cold  رد�F

Spicy ��)*

Is it good?

�Q2;؟ه
ه

Very good, thank you


ل/)�o%���!ا$%S�ا���W\)و�.
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Paying

ا���8V6 ا�;8+

May I have the bill please?

�#�3
ر�K ه��F
�&B�4؟

We would like to pay separately, please


>;Kآ�ا�;8+!�@;�

Can I have a receipt please?

�؟�
B�4&ا�M@Lل@�W$ه

There is an error in this bill

;2
@_�T 8KPهKر
ا�#�3
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The hotel 

ا�53;ق

To reserve / to book   R?Bا�

Do you have any rooms available?

�
K�8؟�nف�;@oه)*

l would like to reserve a room for 1 person/2 people

�\"8�nA"\�/$QM=ا>?Rانار@;

What are your prices for one night?

وا>;Q.�K.=ا�64رك*�ه 

l would like a room with...

....Fـ8�n]ار@;

Single bed *�3د�4@�

Extra bed �@�4 8�iا

A double bed *Rدوج�4@�

I would like a room with a double bed

*Rدوج8�n�@�9F=أر@;
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Two beds    $@�@�4

Sea view =.�*(.%�B�ا�

Is breakfast included?

�#�8\��هL؟�را

Are the rates reduced if l stays for several days?

�؟ا@�م�6;ةا4(��@&اذاا�64LرA/5#ه

At The reception desk

ا4L(/��ل5%;

Hello, l reserved a room under the name of...

.........R?<=8�nV4�Fت،*�>��

We will be here for ....days


نW54�5م......كه
@

Several days أ@�م%;ة

A week ع
أ4�

An extra night =.Q�=Q8�iا
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We will be here for an extra night

�e54�5ه=.Qى��Tأ ) =.Q�=Q8�iا (

Until what time is breakfast served?

ا��8Lر؟@/;مو�&أي)ا�

Does the room has...

�........F��ا���8=ه

A television #.�3ز

Air conditioning ZQW*اء
ا��

A telephone Z#ه�

A Safety box اL*$ا�5M;وق

Does the room has A Safety box

�اL*$ا�5M;وقF��ا���8=ه

Internet connection ا!(�!&ا#�Mل

Newspapers �2ا�;

Could l see a room, please?

�
ا���8=رىأأن@�W$ه�&B�4؟

That's fine; I'd like to take this room.

ا���8=هbPTKPنأر@;أ، را�+
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No l won't take it L$�bPTKPا���8]ه

Won't=will not

This room is too...

KP2;ا.......ا���8=ه

Little     ة�Q��

Noisy =?%R*

This room is too noisy   KPا���8=ه=?%R*2;ا

Expensive =Q��n

Dark =�.e*

In the Room

ا���8=8 

The bed ا��9@�

A child's bed ا�3DCل�4@�

The balcony ا�\�8=

The key ا��3(�ح
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The bathroom ا���Bم

A pillow ا�
�4دة

A clothes hanger ا���jF*�6ق

Soap 
نF�Mا�

Towels    ط
8

Toilet Paper ا���>�ضورق

Needs and problems

وا��\�آ�ا�2�Q)<Lت

I lost my key

*3(�> 8/;ت

I can't open the door

Lأ+Q�)4c)8ب��ا�

I need...

........>(�جأ

Can I have a wake up call at... o'clock?

�.....ا��9%=%5;ا@/�ظ�M#�Fل� ه

I would like room service for breakfast please.


B�4&����8ر�nفT;*=ار@;�

Can you have my room cleaned?

�8�n( ؟Ze5#أن@�W$ه



��

Are there any messages for me?

�ر��4�؟أي� @
2;ه

How can I send a fax?

ZQأآ��8آj؟ر4

Can I have an extra...?

�اQ8�i=........ـ�F ه

Can I have an extra meal...?

�
2�=� هF=Q8�i؟ا

The ... is dirty / broken

�F�T!]/*(9"]........ال

The sheets are dirty

ZB.9"=ا�)*

Interrupting people to ask them for something

=6D�/*ا��5سV��_9)�$%ء�QYا

Excuse me… 
�&B�4

- Do you know if (I go over her I will pass by market)…?

�4
ق%.)ا*�ه�5*$ذه�&....�
V.6#ه.

- Do you have (open/a map/a lighter)…?

�وo@;�....V.�/=�@�T/=%Lه
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- Do you accept …. (Credit cards)?

�اQ!��)�L=ا������ت...........#/��ه

…. Is this the right way for…. (The Post Office)?

�ا���@;*�p*U)W...........ـ�ا�BQBM=ا���@/=هKPه

Could you tell me if …. (There's a Post Office near here)?

�
2;......اذا#"��! ه@U)W*;@�Fب�/��F$*�5ال(.....هy9ا�=/@��F=FP�*(

In more formal situations

 8Zا�
رQ�4=اLآ�pا��

Excuse me…

. Would you mind …. (Keeping an eye on my luggage?)

�)*���F=FP@/=ا�y9ال(*(6( أ#�ا�U...............أن#��!+ه

…. I wonder if you could …. (Move your suitcase a little.)

.�.Q/<�Q��B#o)ك......أنأ*W$إنلء#9_أ
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Asking for things

ا�QYCءy9ُ$%ِالا�

Do you have any…?" 

�؟........أي�;@oه

"I'm looking for…"

{BFأ$%..........

"I'm sorry, that's the last one."

وا>;b�TKآ�!&bZ4أ!�

;Qآ_)��F;2
@ Sure! There is

"I wonder if you could help me…?" 

�.....#�9%;! ان@�W$اذاا��9#

"I'm sorry, that's all we have left."

2
دآ�bZ4أ!�
ا!(�)ا��
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When you enter a mall or any store


ل5%;T;قا�)ا�
�أياو4B*

"Can I help you?" 

�)ا����+y4ال ( ؟أ�4%;كأن� ه

=F�2L$Q)/@��F:

. "I'm just looking, thank you."1

ا!�WY^/8�eا،

.  I'm looking for………2

{BFا$%...........

"Are you looking for anything in particular?" 

�5Q6F]؟Y ء%$#�B}ه

=F�2Lا$Q)/@��F:

. "I'm just browsing, thank you."1

ا�9.+4(�6ضا�WY ،^/8ا

. Yes, the cover of camera lens2

V6!ء��nا�آ%;�4ت�Q*
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When you took it

�*;5%PT_#ا���ض #_#=.q4Cا=Q��)ا�:

-"Do you have this in another size?"

�؟اV?BF�Tهo@;�KPه

-"Do you have this in another color?"

�
نهo@;�KPه.F�T؟ا

-"Is this made of leather / silk / plastic…?"

�5
%=هKPهM*$*;.?ا�/�@�Bا�/oQ)4��؟ا�

-"Does this come with a guarantee?"

�؟��h��FنهKPه

-"Is this fully refundable?"

��هPاهF؟��ر�2ع���*�W��F

-"Can I bring this back if it's not the right size?"

�ا�cQBM؟ا��/�س#V�$WانهKPار�2ع� ه

-"Can I bring this back if it doesn't fit?"

�*4�5�]؟#V�$WاذاهKPار�2ع� ه
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Paying

ا�9
ق8 ا�;8+

- Do you have anything smaller?"

( If you pay with a large denomination note.)

�آ��Qة!/;@=�
ر�=دo68>�ل8 ؟ا���Y ءأي�;@oه

- I'm sorry; I don't have any small change."

Z4اjQا���=%�.أي�;ي�

-"Would you have change for this?"

���KP؟��ف�;@oه

- "Can I have the receipt, please?'

�B�4&؟�
ا�M@Lل،@�W$ه

- "Can I pay by credit card?"

�اQ!��)�L=؟��F����=اد8+أن@�W$ه

- "Can I pay in cash?"

�!/;ا؟اد8+أن@�W$ه

- "Is this on sale?"

��.�Q+؟هKPه

End
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HOPE YOU DEAR TRAVELER ALL THE BEST DURING 
YOUR TRIP AND HAVE AMUSED DAYS OVER THER IN 
YOUR DETINATIONS.

KEEP IN TOUCH WITH YOUR GOD AND TRY TO AVOID 
ALL SAVEGENESS BY ALL ITS FORMS.

PRAY ON TIME DON'T MISSED AND DELAY YOUR 
PRAYERS.

 With my Best regards 

Hilal soul


